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Planet Hop

Flying Saucers

Star Match

Saturn Ring

Moon Boots

There has been an
invasion! Help
wrangle all the
flying saucers!

Stars are all
unique, but in this
game…they have
a match.

Hop around our
solar system!

What’s Saturn
without its rings?

Experience how
astronauts walk on
the moon.

Outer Space

What Do

We Are the

I Want to Be

Postcard from

ABCs

Astronauts

Planets

an Astronaut

Space Camp

Enjoy the rapping
sun & planets as
they give their spin
on the solar
system.

Join Julia on her
quest to figure out
if there is life on
other planets.

Learn about rocket
launching as you
explore space camp.

Space Snack

Asteroid Toss

Space Trip

Sing along to this
out of this world
song as you learn
the ABCs.

Galaxy Bags
What a great way
to explore our
atmosphere.

Do?
Join Jessi &
Squeaks to learn
what it takes to be
an out-of-thisworld explorer.

Moon Walk
Leave your
footprints on the
moon.

You do not have to This activity is out
be an astronaut to of this world.
enjoy this
interstellar snack.

Get ready to blast off
into fun with your
very own spaceship.

Solar System

Story Time

Arts and
Creativity

How to Catch

Me & My

The Way Back

There’s No

a Star

Place in Space

Home

Place Like

Find out if this
young boy can get
a star of his own.

Where is the
earth? Where is
the sun? Where
are the stars? This
book tells us all
about it!

Planet Sun

Soda Bottle

Solar System

Paper Towel

My Space

Catchers

Space Rocket

Model

Moon

Moves

Have fun creating
your own planets
with coffee filters!

5, 4, 3, 2, 1…Blast
OFF!

Explore this fun
and colorful book
about the planets
in our solar
system.

Enjoy this fun
project to learn
about how the
planets move
around the sun in
our solar system.

Find out what
happens when a
boy discovers an
airplane in his
closet. Is he
headed to outer
space?

Enjoy this real-life
arts & craft activity
creating the moon.

Space
Space is full of
planets, stars, and
so much more.

These songs and
dance moves are
such a blast!

